The world's most versatile slope glider has never been easier to get in the air, thanks to a fully redesigned airframe which assembles in minutes, without glue! A smooth and predictable design for new slope pilots, with an agility and ultra-wide speed range that will excite even the most experienced ace. Let your slope carving adventure begin now, with the Dream-Flight Weasel TREK.

Wingtip color scheme created using our new Stick-on Trim Sheets.
Modular Design - a clever interlocking design allows for easy transport to any location. Replacement parts are available to service your Weasel-TREK.

With a quick turn of the screwdriver, the Weasel-TREK's wings can be secured or removed in seconds.

A rugged factory-installed ABS belly skid is ready for those rougher touchdowns.

Roomy radio compartment with magnetic hatch provides easy access to your receiver and battery.

If the wind comes up, you will be ready! Quickly add or remove ballast from the Weasel-TREK depending on the conditions.
The Weasel-TREK’s compact, lightweight airframe offers non-intimidating slope performance to pilots of all skill levels.

Get out and glide
We have been creating forward-thinking RC gliders since 1996. Our goal is to develop unique aircraft that are pure fun to fly. Our passion is designing quality, affordable R/C aircraft that get more people outdoors to enjoy the wind and sun!